
 

 

Instructions and Tips for the proper use of your  

AZZOMAT XLF mounts and Clamps 

Thank you for trusting Azzomat Engineering and purchased the XL Series mount / and 

accessories. 

The following are useful guidelines for the proper use of the mount and Clamps. Although all 

efforts were made to produce equipment to last a lifetime, mishandling the equipment may 

lead to the deterioration in performance. 

Four simple points must be borne in mind to ensure a satisfactory and very long equipment 

lifetime: 

1. Avoid stressing the knobs and controls 

2. Avoid corrosive liquids / materials to come in contact with them  

3. Balance your equipment 

4. Assess fixture strengths 

 

Here is a more in depth explanation of the above four points: 

1. Locking knobs should only be hand tightened. They are designed to securely retain 

the specified loads. Pliers or other tools used to increase the grip, will only damage 

the anodized surfaces however hard they may be. 

Assembly: Simply draw the tightening knob/s out, place your equipment on to the 

clamp bed, and tighten back the knob/s securely by hand. Finally, check that your 

guide scope is firmly secured. It is however important that from time to time the 

security of the assembly is checked mainly due to seasonal changes’ expansion and 

contractions. 

Similarly, the adjusting knobs should only be turned by hand. In regards to the 

azimuth control, sideways limits are reached when the knob becomes hard to turn 

further. The altitude’s limits of the mounts are mechanically obvious as the limits are 

reached when the altitude knob centre reaches the inner side of forks at the higher 

end or touch the swivel bearing at the bottom end. 

 
 



2. In order to be on the safe side, always avoid chemicals coming in contact with the 

mount and clamps, as in remote cases, certain domestic chemicals such as lye and 

other acids or alkalis can damage the anodized surfaces. 

Tip: Always wipe off the equipment with a dry or with a water damp cloth. 

 

3. Heavily off balanced equipment affixed to the mount can put unnecessary stresses 

on the mount.  

Instructions: Prior to fixing your telescope/guide scope or equipment to the top 

clamp, hold it at a horizontal position and roughly determine its centre of gravity. Fix 

at this determined point. This way, stresses on the azimuth mechanism are reduced. 

In addition to this, azimuth and altitude adjustments become easier wherever the 

guide scope is pointing at. However, this procedure is not necessary for equipment 

weighing up to 2.5kgs (5.5lbs). Balancing however is recommended for equipment 

heavier then these figures.  

 

4. Standard telescope shoe brackets vary in strength and different telescope tubes may 

show signs of flexure when fixing attachments of considerable weight. As Azzomat 

has no control over these issues, it is important to assess their strengths prior to 

determining the amount of load to be mounted. If the attachment locations are 

sound, than the full load of 4kgs (9 lbs) can be loaded to the XLF mount in whatever 

XLF configuration is used. 

 

IMPORTANT: Internal alignments of certain components are performed during the mounts’ 

assembly. It is therefore recommended that none of the screws are tampered with as such 

actions may disrupt these alignments. 

Should you want to enquire more about your mount, do not hesitate to send us an email on 

info@azzomat.com 
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